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Report Details

Report Name: PhoneID Score

Search Date: 2022-04-28 11:25:19

Report Reference: PBV817028

Client Reference: TEST

Phone Type:

Code: MOBILE

Description: Mobile telephones are provided by companies such as 
Vodacom, MTN, Cell C or Telkom Mobile. Users of these 
phones must sign contracts, making these telephone 
numbers traceable.  
 
These phone numbers are generally low-risk. However, 
some prepaid mobile phones will be identified as 
Mobile.  
 
Internationally, phones identified as mobile can also 
include TETRA mobile phones, cordless access systems, 
proprietary fixed radio access, and fixed cellular 
systems.
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Numbering - Original:

Original Phone Number: 812345678

Complete Phone Number: 27812345678

Country Code: 27

Risk Insights:

Recommendation: 
- allow 
 
Category: 
- Not enough activity or attributes to classify the transaction as either risky or trustworthy. 
 
Application To Person Messaging: 
- Very little activity, or none at all, for a risky range that this number belongs to over the past 90 days. Also 
returned if the number does not belong to a risky range. 
 
Person To Person Messaging: 
- Activity on this number in the last two months. 
- Expected success for this number over the past 90 days. 
- Expected call duration for this number over the past 90 days. 
- Lower than expected activity on this number over a tenure less than one week (short-term). Cannot classify. 
- Very little activity, or none at all, for a risky range that this number belongs to over the past 90 days. Also 
returned if the number does not belong to a risky range. 
- Few incoming calls were successful for this number.

Personal Details

City: Countrywide

State: No data supplied by carrier

Zip Code: No data supplied by carrier

Metro Code: No data supplied by carrier

County: No data supplied by carrier

County: South Africa

Coordinates: N/A - N/A

Time Zone: N/A
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Details:

SMS:

Phone Number: 812345678

Min Length: 9

Cleansed: LOW ACTIVITY

Max Length: 9

Cleansed Description: No changes were made to the phone number. The phone 
number was formatted properly, and no cleansing was 
required.

Country Code: 27

Details:

Call:

Phone Number: 812345678

Min Length: 9

Cleansed: LOW ACTIVITY

Max Length: 9

Cleansed Description: No changes were made to the phone number. The phone 
number was formatted properly, and no cleansing was 
required.

Country Code: 27


